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Etude # 27 Fantaise from Theo Charlier 36 Etudes Transcendantes pour trompette
Play from the beginning to the first note of the Meno Mosso.
Use a Bb trumpet.

Gustav Mahler Symphony #5 Movement 1
Play from 7 to 8.
Do your research.
Can be played on C or Bb trumpet

Dmitri Shostakovich Piano Concerto #1 in C minor, Op. 35
Excerpt from movement IV. Allegretto poco Moderato. Number 14 on this sheet.
Play in a jovial manner, the time re-enters 2 bars after #64.
Can be played on C or Bb trumpet.
I like the playfulness of the Eugene Mursky, Wolfgang Bauer, Stuttgart Arcata Chamber Orchestra conducted by Patrick Stub recording on Hänssler Classic.
Symphonie № 5.

Trompete I.

I.

4. Trauermarsch.

in B. In gemessenem Schritt, Strong. Wie ein Kind zu.

Solo

Sempre ff ff

Pezante.

(Triol. flacht)

4 5 10

Trump. II + III.

(Triol. flacht)

4 5 10

Plötzlich schneller Leit-

denschaftlich. Wild.

5 12 6

Trump. III.

6 5

nach As-dur der Militärsfaren-

vorgestragen werden!
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